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CherryTree 0.33 Notes Released: What?s New, Overview & Ubuntu Installation [2]

shush: Deserves a better attempt than mine [3]

It?s always the simple things that reach out and grab me. Here?s shush, which I almost
skipped over because ideally, it needs some sort of local e-mail subsystem to do its job
correctly.

sic: Thusly was it written [4]

Network Protocol Analyzer Wireshark 1.10.7 Officially Released [5]

Wireshark, one of the better network protocol analyzers offering users the means to capture
and interactively browse the traffic running on a computer network, is now at version 1.10.5.
The current version of Wireshark, 1.10.7, supersedes all previous releases, including all builds
of Ethereal, and is now the latest stable build. It comes packed with numerous changes and
features updates for various protocols.

sh-todo: A simplistic to-do manager [6]

Setting it up is no big trick: Move the todo, todone and todone-archive files out of the git clone
folder and somewhere in your $PATH. Copy sh-todo to $HOME/.sh-todo, edit it to give it a
path for your lists (the default is a Dropbox folder), and from there it?s very quick to learn.

shell.fm: I can give you no guidance [7]

Unfortunately, this is all I have to show for shell.fm, which allows a console interface to
Last.fm.

Clementine 1.2.3 Is One of the Best Music Players for Linux [8]

Clementine 1.2.3, a multiplatform music player inspired by Amarok 1.4, focusing on a fast
and easy-to-use interface for searching and playing your music, has been released and is now
available for download.

Google Web Designer made available for Linux [9]

Google Web Designer Is Now Natively Available On Linux [10]

Last year Google unveiled the Google Web Designer as a program to put out clean, humanreadable HTML5 code and this WYSIWYG editor can take advantage of the full realm of new
HTML5 and JavaScript possibilities. That tool for web developers is now finally available to
Linux users.

Google Web Designer Available For Linux [11]

Google Web Designer is a program for creating interactive HTML5 websites and ads for any
device. Using it, you can create content using drawing tools, text, 3D objects, add animations
and Google Fonts directly from the Google Web Designer interface and more. The tool
"outputs clean human-readable HTML5, CSS3, and Javascript".

Opera for Linux Is Still a No-Show [12]

The fans of the Opera Internet browser have long given up the hope of seeing their favorite
software get a Linux version. There are still a few stranglers that still hang on to the old
version, but there is no indication that anything will happen on the Linux front.
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